We get a lot of requests for large quantities of various items with a very short window for
delivery. Few companies nowadays bring in massive numbers of stock – they forecast carefully
to avoid overstock issues. Typically there is a 90 lead time for 5000 of something. So it pays to
plan ahead. However, if there is a request for 800-1200 of an item, there’s a good chance we can
assist with that. Items with immediate availability and good stock are shown below.
Omaha Steaks has 10 levels of collections that give the recipient a choice of
12 gourmet packages that are delivered to their home or place of business.
Redemption is easy. By phone, online, email or fax and there is a year to
redeem. Best news? They are always in stock and can be customized.
Along the same lines, Amazing Clubs offer a choice of 40 club of the month
options. Coffee, tea, beer, wine, pasta, olive oil, chocolate, pet treats and the
list goes on. The first shipment can be handed out and the recipients would
receive the subsequent shipments the next month(s).
Minimum
subscription is 2 months.
Bluetooth speakers are very popular and we have a supplier who keeps a
fairly large inventory. People love the portability of taking their music
everywhere they go. Great products at great prices.
The Steelie mobile mount allows secure attachment of any mobile device to
any vehicle dashboard. Magnetic phone socket component holds your
device securely with or without a rigid case. Easy removal too.

Sagaform works with Sweden’s top designers to create innovative products for indoors

and out. They feature cool designs, great value and hefty inventory in some popular models.
These rocking glasses have been topping the sales charts for 5
years. The bottom is slightly curved making the glass rock
while gently swishing the liquid around. They are unique, fun
and come in a package of six.
This set of two 10 oz. bottles can be used for oil & vinegar or
to serve guests individual flights of wine. The oak stopper is
easy to remove and each bottle features a pouring spout.
Crafted in mouth-blown glass, it has fast become a Sagaform
must have favorite.
Why drink out of a paper cup when you can use the Take
Away mug, which comes in a variety of designs. Created in
twin-walled porcelain, your beverage will stay warm longer
while still being comfortable to hold.

Another innovative creation by the Sagaform Design Group,
the pizza scissors feature a built in spatula making it easier to
move a slice from the baking sheet to your plate.

PFI Starcraft stocks a variety of household and eclectic items that are made in India.

The
warehouse in Chicago keeps large quantities on hand. These provide a big bang for your buck
and are just a few examples of available items.
Keep all your kitchen essentials handy with this 5 piece
color stainless steel storage bowl set with plastic lids.
Stainless steel roasting/lasagna pan features removable
chrome plated wire rack, fold down handles for easier
storage. Dishwasher safe.
This 3 piece hammered finish serving bowl set is as
functional as it is beautiful. Set includes: 1 qt, 2 qt and 4 qt
bowls.
NOAA Weather Band Radio with LED lantern and flashlight.
AMFM radio, rubberized body, built-in speaker, carry
handle.

Just added – smart watch with bluetooth capability for most
phones and devices. Sleep tracking, camera with video
recording, synchronization, quick touch controls.

